Preparing Computer Aided Design models for successful mesh generation continues to be a crucial part of the design to analysis process. A common problem in CAD models is features that are very small compared to the desired mesh size. Small features exist for a variety of reasons and can require an excessive amount of elements or inhibit mesh generation all together. Many of the tools for removing small features modify only the topology of the model (often in a secondary topological representation of the model) leaving the underlying geometry as is. The availability of tools that actually modify the topology and underlying geometry in the boundary representation (B-rep) model is much more limited regardless of the inherent advantages of this approach. This paper presents a process for removing small featrues from a B-rep model using almost solely functionality provided by the underlying solid modeling kernel. The process cuts out the old topology and reconstructs new topology and geometry to close the volume. The process is quite general and can be applied to complex configurations of unwanted topology.
Introduction
Preparing CAD models for mesh generation involves various processes which may include CAD format translation, geometry and topology generation and repair, defeaturing, and decomposition into meshable pieces. Defeaturing is usually required because the meshing algorithms rely heavily on the topology and underlying geometry of the boundary representation (B-rep) model and in many cases the B-rep model resulting from design does not meet the stringent requirements of the meshing algorithm. Of particular interest in this work is the removal of features that are very small compared to the desired mesh size.
These features require unnecessary resolution in the mesh or inhibit mesh generation completely.
Because B-rep models used for meshing can originate from a number of different sources, small features also have many different origins. Small features can be actual features that were intended in the design but which have little meaning in the analysis. They can also be features that were not intended in the design but which were a result of a careless CAD designer. During design, sliver surfaces and curves are often introduced by the solid modeling kernel to ensure a water-tight volume. Furthermore, small features can result from translating a model from a CAD format with loose tolerances to a CAD format with tight tolerances. As the analyst usually does not have control over these issues it is crucial to have tools for eliminating small features.
One place to eliminate small features is in the native CAD system where design took place. There, unwanted CAD features can simply be suppressed or modified directly. However, CAD systems do not generally provide many tools for fixing small topology that is not one of the provided CAD features. Therefore, the analyst is forced to use whatever geometry cleanup functionality is available in downstream applications. As a result, any modifications to the model will generally be done to the topology at the B-rep level and not at the feature level. Most defeaturing capabilities in applications downstream of the CAD design system fall into 1 of 3 categories: 1) modify the topology and geometry of the B-rep model directly using solid modeling or "real" operations if available, 2) modify a virtual representation of the topology in the B-rep model using "virtual" topology operations [6] , and 3) modify the generated mesh to remove adverse affects of unwanted features in the B-rep model.
This work presents a small feature removal process that removes unwanted topology and associated geometry from a B-rep model. The proposed process works directly on the B-rep model reconstructing the geometry and topology in the vicinity of the feature(s) being removed using a combination of real operations provided by the underlying solid modeling kernel and virtual operations provided by the meshing application. The implementation was done in the CUBIT mesh generation package [1] developed at Sandia National Labs which supports the ACIS solid modeling kernel [2] . The solid modeling kernel operations employed and referred to during the description of the algorithm are operations provided by ACIS. However, the process could be implemented with any solid modeling kernel.
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